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Sri Ganapathy Totaka Pancha Stuti

શ્રીગણપ ત તાેટકપ ચક તુ તઃ

પ્રણવઃપ્રભશાે ભત શા તતનાે
શવપાવર્ તલા લત બાલતનાે ।
વરમાેદકહ ત મનાેજ્ઞતનાે
વહતે હૃદયે ગણરાજતનાે॥ (૧)
O Lord Ganesha ! You shine with the effulgence of Omkara, the Pranava, You are having a

peaceful Form. You are sporting the Form of a Small Kid being caressed by Lord Shiva and

Devi Parvati, You are of an attractive Form, holding in your hand the matchless Modaka.

O Lord of Ganas, I hold Your Adorable Form in my heart centre.

અપરાેક્ષસધુારસહષર્િનધે
પરમાથર્િવબાેધકસ વિનધે ।
શ્રુ તવ દત ચ પરત વિનધે
શરણં શરણં ગજવક્ત્રગુરાે॥ (૨)
You manifest as the quintessence of Happiness and Ultimate Bliss. You are the Repository

of Knowledge of Self and also the Ultimate Teacher of Atma Vidhya (Self Realisation).

You are the Form of Brahman. You are the Repository of Philosophy. Your glorious feet are

ever worshipped by the Vedas. I salute Thee ! I salute Thee ! Lord Ganesha, my Teacher.

અ તસુ દર કુ જર બાલગુરાે
અવબાેધ િનસગર્ સજૂુ ણમયમ્ ।
પિરતુ ય પદા બુ હં ભવતાં
દયયા પિરદશર્ય માં સતતમ્॥ (૩)
You are sporting the Form of a beautiful small Elephant. You are a Small Boy yet my

Teacher. With Your Grace, happily bestow on me ever, the vision of your Holy Feet which

shines with the effulgence of True Knowledge of Self. (such knowledge is bestowed upon

the fortunate beholder of the Holy Feet of Lord Ganapathy . There are instances of Lord

Ganapathy acting as Teacher to some Rishis and devotees. Furthermore, Pada Diksha or
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bestowal of Great Knowledge through the Holy Feet of One’s Guru is considered as the

Ultimate state of Blessing and perennial source of Bliss in our tradition).

પિરત ય ત દુઃસહ લાેક જના
કૃ મ તજ મ ડત ઘાેરિવષાત્ ।
કૃપયા પિરરક્ષતુ િવઘ્નહર
શરણાગત વ સલ ભક્તપતે॥ (૪)
The entire humanity in the whole world is reeling under the unbearable pain born out of

the deadly poisonous Viruses such as Corona Virus etc., O Lord ! You are hailed as the

Remover of obstacles. Kindly protect us all from the poisonous impact of all these infectious

diseases. You are the Real Refuge of ordinary people. You are praised as the Protector of

Your devotees. Hence, protect everyone.

રિવ ચ દ્ર ચ લાેિહત સાૈ ય ગુ
કિવ મ દ તમાે સહ કેતુ ખગાન્ ।
પિરપૂ જત વારણવક્ત્ર તે
પિરપાલયમાં ગ્રહદાષેભરાત્॥ (૫)
The nine planets, Surya, Moon, Mars, Budha, Guru, Sukra, Shani, Rahu, all accompanied

by the planet Ketu worship your Feet, O Lord Ganesha. Hence protect me from the adverse

effect of all these planets. (Note that the Presiding Deity for the planet, Ketu is Lord

Ganesha).

Note from the author:

This contains five verses on Lord Ganesha set in Totaka Meter. Totaka Meter is generally

used by poets to propitiate one’s Guru. All of us would have read the famed Totakashtakam
composed by Totakacharya, one of the four disciples of Adi Shankaracharyas, on His Guru

Sri Adishankara. In these five verses, Lord Ganesha is also depicted as a Small Boy but a

Matchless Teacher whose Grace would bestow the Real Knowledge on a true seeker.

The interesting part of this composition is that I would not have composed these five verses

but for an attack of severe cold which deprived me of a sound sleep. I tried my best to while

away the time by reading some books. I could not succeed. After some time, I suddenly

remembered Lord Ganesha and wondered whether I could compose some verses on Him.

The result was these five verses.
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Surprisingly, the moment I started the composition on Him, I did not feel the disturbance of

the cold. The naughty cold also waited for me to complete the work upon which it resumed

its work. Strange are His ways.

Lord Ganesha is the remover of obstacles. So let us all pray to Him and all be blessed with

happiness and joy.

- O.N.Ravi
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